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News release from
Vestas-American Wind Technology
Portland, 30 March 2017

Vestas receives first order with Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners for 148
MW order in the United States
The order is Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners’ first equity investment in onshore wind in
the U.S. and expands Vestas’ 3 MW platform in the world’s second largest wind market.
Vestas has received a firm and unconditional order in the U.S. from a fund managed by Copenhagen
Infrastructure Partners (CIP) for 43 V126-3.45 MW turbines for the Bearkat I Wind Project in Texas. The
order underlines the 3 MW platform’s growing presence in and ideal fit for the U.S. wind belt. Bearkat I
has a total capacity of 196.7 MW and includes 57 V126 3.45 MW turbines.
The order includes supply and commissioning of the turbines as well as a 20-year Active Output
Management 5000 (AOM5000) service agreement. The AOM5000 service contract is a full-scope
service package designed to maximize uptime and energy production and the 20-year term will ensure
optimized performance for the lifetime of the project.
The Bearkat I Wind Project will deliver substantial economic impact for both the local and state
economies, including funds from additional tax revenue, landowner payments and other contributions
to the local community, as well as the creation of both part-time and full-time permanent local jobs.
”It is a great pleasure for CIP to have Vestas on our side for our investment in Bearkat I. Vestas’ strong
and longstanding presence in the market is reassuring for their quality services while our early
involvement in Bearkat I has allowed us to optimize the project and create an attractive investment
opportunity,” said Christian Skakkebæk, Senior Partner in CIP.
Delivery is expected to begin in the third quarter of this year, with commissioning planned for the end of
2017.
“We are honored to partner with CIP on their first investment in the U.S. and expand our 3 MW platform
footprint even further,” said Chris Brown, President of Vestas’ sales and service division in the United
States and Canada. “Texas and the rest of the wind belt are traditionally 2 MW territory, but we’ve shown
yet again that we can deliver a winning cost of energy in that region with both our 2 MW and 3 MW
platforms and that provides tremendous flexibility and competitive advantage for our customers.”
Since its debut, nearly 2,000 MW of V126-3.45MW turbines and the previous 3.0 MW and 3.3 MW rating
variants have been installed globally.
With more than 20,000 MW installed and 22,000 wind jobs, Texas leads the nation in wind energy
deployment and employment, and produces more wind energy then the next three states combined.

For updated Vestas photographs and videos, please visit our media images page on:
https://www.vestas.com/en/media/images.
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Contact details
Chante Condit-Pottol, Communications Specialist, Media & External Relations
Tel: +1 (503) 708-6668
Mail: CHCPO@vestas.com
About Vestas
Vestas is the energy industry’s global partner on wind power solutions. We design, manufacture,
install, and service wind turbines across the globe, and with close to 82 GW of wind turbines in 76
countries, we have installed more wind power than anyone else. Through our industry-leading smart
data capabilities and unparalleled more than 71 GW of wind turbines under service, we use data to
interpret, forecast, and exploit wind resources and deliver best-in-class wind power solutions.
Together with our customers, Vestas’ more than 21,800 employees are bringing the world sustainable
energy solutions to power a bright future.
We invite you to learn more about Vestas by visiting our website at http://www.vestas.com and
following us on our social media channels:
 www.twitter.com/vestas
 www.linkedin.com/company/vestas
 www.facebook.com/vestas
 www.instagram.com/vestas
 www.youtube.com/vestas

